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Symp 3/1
GENOTYPE X ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS IN BRAIN AREAS FUNCTIONALITY AND
LEARNING PERFORMANCE IN HIPPOCAMPAL-MEDIATED TASKS
M. Ammassari-Teule * and E. Passino
lstituto di Psicobiologia e Psicofarmacologia, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, 1RCCS S. Lucia,
Rome, Italy
From a methodological viewpoint, the use of genetic models permits either bottom up or top down
analyses of brain and behaviour relationships. In the first case, the starting point is a gene manipulation
(null mutation or gene modification) with subsequent identification of the consequences at the
behavioural level. In the second case, the starting point is an observed behavioural difference between
selected lines or mutant vs wild type individuals that will be used to reveal correlated variations in brain
properties and architecture. The data that will be presented refer to the second type of analysis. Inbred
strains of mice like C57BL/6 (C57) and DBA/2 (DBA) differently perform in hippocampal-mediated
tasks. That is, C57 show higher scores in spatial learning as well as in contextual fear conditioning
relative to DBA. These mice also show differences in hippocampal morphology and functionality.
Starting from these observations, we decided to investigated possible strain differences in the
functionality of other cortical and subcortical areas involved in such tasks. Ibotenic or electrolytic lesions
were performed in frontal and posterior parietal cortex as well as in the hippocampus, the amygdala and
the nucleus accumbens ofC57 and DBA mice. We initially found strong differences in the lesions effects
according to the genotype. In particular, although hippocampal lesions were found to disrupt spatial
performance in both strains (1) frontal cortex and amygdala had a deleterious effect only in high learner
C57 mice whereas (2) nucleus accumbens lesions did not produce any effect in C57 but paradoxically
increased spatial performance in low learner DBA mice. However, running the same experiments in a
different context (heavy cueing vs poor cueing) completely modified the strain specific effect of lesions.
In particular, under heavy cueing conditions, spatial performance increased in non lesioned mice but
nucleus accumbens lesions were now found to produce strongly disruptive effects in both strains. Finally,
placing mice in conditions of acoustic pollution before training also modified performance and brain
areas functionality in a strain-specific manner. Taking together, these results indicate that strain-specific
patterns of brain and behaviour relationships can be strongly modulated by context manipulations.
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Symp 3/2
MULTIVARIATE GENETIC ANALYSIS OF HIPPOCAMPAL REGULATION OF SHUTTLE
BOX PERFORMANCE IN MICE.
W.E. Crusio
Gntique, Neurogntique et Comportement, CNRS UPR 9074, Institut de Transgnose, 3B rue de la
Fdrrolerie, 45071 Orldans Cedex 02, France
A strong negative correlation has been reported between two-way active avoidance learning (TWAAL)
in a shuttle-box and the size of the Timm-stained hippocampal intra- and infrapyramidal mossy fiber
terminal field (IIPMF) in mice and rats (H. Schwegler and H.-P. Lipp, 1981, Neurosci. Lett. 23, 25-30).
Phenotypical, environmental, and genetic correlations (indicating functional relationships) between
locomotor activity (LOCOM) in an open-field, TWAAL, and the size of the IIPMF were estimated using
150 males from a 5-times replicated 5x5 diallel cross between the inbred strains BA, BALB/c, C57BL/6,
C57BR/cd, and DBA/2. Factor analyses showed that a negative correlation between the IIPMF and
activity (as measured by LOCOM) was to a large extent responsible for the observed IIPMF-TWAAL
correlation, because activity was strongly correlated positively with avoidance performance. Therefore,
the IIPMF-TWAAL correlation appears to be indirect rather than direct and is due more to shared
environmental influences than to common genetic effects.
Supported by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (UPR 9074), Ministryfor Research and
Technology, Rgion Centre, and Prefecture de la Rdgion Centre.
Symp 3/3
PROFOUND DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING BETWEEN GENETICALLY DEFINED STRAINS
OF RATS AND MICE: IMPLICATIONS FOR PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
F.J. van der Staay
CNS Research, Bayer AG, Aprather Weg 18a, D-42096 Wuppertal, Germany
Students of brain-behavior relationships are well aware of the fact that considerable differences exist
between strains of rodents. Examples for differences between strains of rats and mice with respect to
learning and memory tasks, will be given, with emphasis on the Morris water escape task. Such strain
differences have, for example, been conceived as (i) highly undesirable complication, which is overcome
by sticking to one particular strain, (ii) an opportunity to select the most appropriate strain for the
investigation of a particular scientific question, or (iii) strong support for the notion that the behavior
under consideration is under genetic control.The first point has led to highly standarized experimental
setups, both with respect to the genotype(s) used and with respect to the testing equipment and
procedures followed. Strict standardization increases the reproducibility of results, but in parallel, it also
reduces the generalizability of results. Conflicting data might be, as least partially, due to the use of
different strains of rodents. The second view recognizes that genetic diversity offers opportunities to
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improve the experimental setup by selection of particular strains which show behavioral characteristics
which are of special relevance for the behavioral traits under investigation. Again, the consequence of the
selection is to stick to one particular genotype. In particular the third point opens interesting options for
psychobiological research. The use of genetically defined strains offers the unique possibilities to
estimate the contribution of environmental and genetical factors, and their interaction, because all
individuals within a strain can be considered as replications from one another. Moreover, when using
inbred rats, or F1 hybrids from crosses between inbred parents, the reproducibility and predictability
increases as a consequence of the reproducibility of individuals within inbred strains and F crosses. One
might take advantage of the strain differences to increase the "generalisability" of results, and to
determine the construct validity of behavioral measures. Construct validity requires the prior
establishment of a network of relationships between a set of operationally defined measures. In
particular, it might make sense to assess whether the combination of genetic correlation techniques with,
for example, a multitrait-multimethod approach, provide useful tools to assess the construct validity of
behavioral measures in animal studies of brain-behavior relationships.
Symp 3/4
DISSECTING COGNITIVE AND ALTERNATIVE BEHAVIORAL STRATEGIES IN THE
MORRIS MAZE: A FACTOR ANALYSIS OF 2600 INBRED, TRANSGENIC, AND
KNOCKOUT MICE
D.P. Wolfer* and H.P. Lipp
Neuroanatomy and Behavior, Institue ofAnatomy, University and Centerfor Neuroscience, Zurich, 190
Winterthurerstrasse, Zurich, CH-8057, Switzerland
In neuroscience, gene targeting studies often aim at understanding the molecular and cellular basis of
cognitive processes. In transgenic and knockout mice, cognition is preferentially assesses by spatial
learning in the Morris water maze. Awareness is growing, however, that the putative cognitive deficits
observed using such a paradigm may be biases by the genetic background and behavioural peculiarities
of the specific animals used. A virtually unlimited number of partially intercorrelated parameters can be
extracted from the coordinate stream recorded during water maze experiment. We evaluated these
parameters by conducting factor analysis on data collected from 2600 mice that were tested under
standardised conditions. Three statistical factors were sufficient to describe 80% of the variation
observed in the behavioural measures. Factor explains nearly 50% of the behavioural variation. We
have termed it thigmotaxis because closely associates with frequent swimming near the wall as well as
with prolonged escape latencies. Thigmotaxis is an innate behaviour and is displayed to some degree by
almost all mice at the beginning of the test. Factor 2 which we called passivity explains further 18% of
the measured variation. It correlates with frequent passive floating and reduced swimming speed and is
loosely associated with prolonged escape latencies. Finally, a third factor accounts for another 12% of
the behavioural variation. One might term it "memory" because it reflects primarily the precision and
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